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ABSTRACT: In this paper we used colouring of families of disjoint sets technique, to colour vertices of the graph 
depend on the clique number, and we introduce some results of vertex’s colouring (trivial colouring and nontrivial 
colouring) depend on clique number. We introduce the concept maximum and minimum number of edges in the graph 
to colour k vertices by m colours, and we used this concept to prove a result about number of all possible ways to 
colour kvertices bym  colours, and a result about the range of edges in which we can colour kvertices bym  colours. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In paper [1] we introduced the concept of colouring of families of disjoint sets technique as a topic of set theory. We 
also introduce definitions of degree of intersection, meeting and standard of meeting, minimum number of families of 
disjoint sets and maximum number of families of disjoint sets. In paper [2] we introduce some concepts in graph theory 
to introduce new method for colouring edges and vertices of graph. This method has two types first related to vertices 
of the graph and second related to cycles. This method depend on the theory in our paper "Family of disjoint sets and 
Its Applications", with suitable changes. In paper [3] we prove minimum number of families of disjoint sets with 
known degree of intersection (minimum number of colours) and we introduce another proof for maximum number of 
families of disjoint sets (maximum number of colours).  Also in that paper we introduce the concept types of families 
of disjoint sets (types of colouring) and prove some results related to this concept, and we introduce the concept 
restricted families of disjoint sets (restricted colouring), restricted colouring is colouring in which we add a condition. 
Suppose we have small identical cubes, we want to colour these cubes such that any two adjacent small cubes coloured 
by two different colours, and any big cube consists of twenty seven small identical cubes coloured by twenty seven 
different colours, how many colours will be used. This problem of cubes can be solved by using restricted colouring. In 
paper[4] we assume both sets and graphs are finite. Results in that paper use colouring of families of disjoint sets 
technique for finite sets and finite graphs. Using results in that paper we can compare between colouring of families of 
disjoint sets technique and colouring of graphs in graph theory.  
In paper [5] we prove some results in graph theory using colouring of families of disjoint sets technique. We introduced 
the concept ofset labeled by families of disjoint sets and the degree of this set, as generalization to thedegree of 
intersection and proved some results related to this concept. We introduce sorts of families of disjoint sets(sorts 
ofcolour classes) as a concept related toset labeled by families of disjoint sets , also we compare betweenfamiliar and 
unfamiliar sorts offamilies of disjoint sets and explain that by some examples. 
In paper [6]we prove some results of edge’scolouring (trivial colouring and nontrivialcolouring).Weprove some results 
of edge’scolouring for many graphs connected by bridges. In many examples we determine minimum colours to colour 
edges of the graphs only by calculation when we know number of the edges , number of the vertices and largest degree 
of vertex, whatever the graph is huge. We used the concept of trivial colouring and nontrivialcolouring to prove 
resultsof edge’scolouring for trees, bipartitegraphs and complete graphs.  
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In paper [7] we modify the definitions of local maximum families of disjoint sets and local minimum families of 
disjoint sets, which we introduced in paper [1], and prove somepropositions related to these two concepts. Also in 
paper [7] we definelocal minimum andlocal maximum colour classes to colour edges of the graph, and prove some 
results related to these two concepts, in that paper for any graph with known number ofvertices, knownmaximum 
degree of vertex, and known number of edges, such thatnumber ofvertices not exceed twicemaximum degree of vertex, 
we can determineminimum and maximum number ofcolour classes to colour edges of the graph, for any hugenumber 
of edges, and give many examples.   
In this paper weintroduce the concept maximum and minimumnumber of edges in the graph to colour k vertices by m
colours, and introduce some results related to this concept. In section four we used colouring of families of disjoint sets 
technique, to colour vertices of the graph depend on the clique number, and we introduce some results of 
vertex’scolouring (trivial colouring and nontrivialcolouring) depend on clique number. In section five weprove a result 
about number of all possible ways to colour kvertices bym  colours. In section six we introduced a result about the 
range of edges in which we can colour kvertices bym  colours. By this result we can determinethe range of edges in 
which we can colour a huge number of vertices bya huge number of colours.   

II. RELATED WORK 
 

In this section we recall some definitions and results related to colouring in graph theory and colouring of families of 
disjoint sets technique.  
Theorem2.1. The sum of degrees of vertices equals twicethe number of edges [13]. 
Definition2.2.The clique number is the greatest number of mutually adjacent vertices in the graphG [12 ]. 
Definition2.3. If we have m families of disjoint sets and we have a set all element of this set represent some of these m
families of disjoint sets, such that any two elements of this set represent two different families of disjoint sets and there 
is a relation between these elements of the set, then we call this set, set labeled by families of disjoint sets [5].  
Definition2.4. Suppose we have m families of disjoint sets and many sets labeled by families of disjoint sets, if 
maximum number of elements for each  set labeled by families of disjoint sets is n where ,mn  then n is called the 
degree of set labeled by families of disjoint sets. If mn  then the degree is called trivial degree or trivial case [5].   
Definition2.5.If 

1321 ,...,,, kSSSS are sets(families of disjoint) each labeled by one label such that 
1 ii SS , where 

,21  ki ,3k and any set
iS represent family of disjoint sets ,i  and if 

kXXXX ,...,,, 321
are setslabeled by l  labels, 

such that ,2 nl  at least there is one of degree ,n and
iX labeled by l  labels include label of

1iS  andinclude label of ,iS  
where ,12  ki 1X labeled by l  labels include label of ,1S and

kX labeled by l  labels include label of ,1kS then

kkk XSXSXSXSX ,,,...,,,,,, 11332211 
is called a sequence of intersections and sets [6].  

Definition2.6.If 
1321 ,...,,, kSSSS are sets (families of disjoint) such that 

1 ii SS , where ,21  ki ,3k and any set
iS

represent family of disjoint sets ,i  and if 
kXXXX ,...,,, 321
are intersections each of degree lsuch that ,2 nl  at least 

there is one of degree ,n and
iX  intersection of lsets  include 

1iS  and ,iS  where ,12  ki 1X  can be intersection of lsets  
include ,1S and

kX can be intersection of lsets  include ,1kS then
kkk XSXSXSXSX ,,,...,,,,,, 11332211 
 is called a sequence 

of sets labeled by n families of disjoint sets orsequence of sets labeled byn labels [6].  
Definition2.7.A walk of intersections and sets is an alternating sequence

kk SXSXSXSX ,,...,,,,,, 332211
of intersections 

and sets where
kSSSS ,...,,, 321
are sets such that 

1 ii SS , ,1SS k   and any set
iS represent family of disjoint sets

i where 

,1 ki  and 
kXXXX ,...,,, 321
are intersections each of degree nsuch that 

iX  is intersection ofnsets  include 
1iS  and ,iS  

where ki 2  and 
1X  is intersection ofnsets  include 1S  and .kS  The walk of intersections and sets can also denoted by

.,,...,, 121 kk XXXX 
A walk of k  intersections

kk SXSXSXSXS ,,...,,,,,,, 3322110
is called cycle of intersections if any two 

intersections meet each other at these k intersections,
kSS 0
and 3k [6]. 
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Definition2.8. If
kk SXSXSXSXS ,,...,,,,,,, 3322110
is a sequence of sets labeled by n families of disjoint sets orsequence of 

sets labeled byn labels, then these k  sets labeled byn labels called cycle ofsets labeled byn labels if
kSS 0
and 3k [6]. 

Theorem2.9. Let w intersections each with degree of intersection equal ,n m benumber of local maximum families of 

disjoint sets, meet each other at w intersections, then we have wnwm 
 )
2

1(  for w odd, and wnwm  )1
2

(  for w

even [1].   
Remark 2.10. In this paper we mean by different families of disjoint sets (colour classes), different values of m from 
relation ,

1

wnt
m

i
i 



where n is constant (can be clique number) and both w and it are variables, and we mean by different 

types of families of disjoint sets, different values of m from relation ,
1

wnt
m

i
i 



where n  is variable, both w and it can 

be variables or constant [4]. 
Proposition 2.11. For the regular graph has k vertices (and k edges) where k is number number, then minimum number 
to colour edges of this graphis nontrivial colouring [6]. 
Proposition 2.12. For the regular graph has k vertices (and k edges) where k is odd number, then minimum number to 
colour edges of this graphis nontrivial colouring [6]. 
Definition2.13. Let G be a graph, m is called local minimum colour classes to colour edges of graph ,G at w vertices

,,...,,, 321 wvvvv if we use 1m colour classes tocolour edges of graph ,G  then exists at least two adjacent edges belong to 
one colour class or satisfy trivial colouring (everycolour class appear w times at wvertices) [7]. 
Definition2.14.Let G be a graph, m is called local maximum colour classes to colour edges of graph ,G at w vertices

,,...,,, 321 wvvvv if we use 1m colour classes tocolour edges of graph ,G  then exists acolour class
ic does not meetcolour 

class
jc at these wvertices, where 11  mji [7]. 

III. MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM NUMBER OF EDGES 
 

In this section we introduce the concept maximum and minimumnumber of edges in the graph to colour k vertices by
m colours, and introduce some results related to this concept.  
Definition 3.1. If the graphG of k vertices, these vertices coloured by m colours, thenG is called complete graph of k
vertices with respect of m colours, as abbreviation G is called complete graph with respect to colours. We will use the 
symbol .,mkK  
Definition 3.2. We called l maximum number of edges in the graphG to colour k vertices of this graph by m colours, if 
weadd any edge (without addition of any vertex) there will be two adjacentvertices have same colour.   
Definition 3.3. We called l minimum number of edges in the graphG to colour k vertices of this graph by m colours, if 
wedelete any edge, then there is a vertex colourless (of degree zero), or minimum colours to  colour k vertices becomes

.1m  
Remark 3.4. If the vertices of the graphG coloured by m colours, these m  colour classes labeled by .,...,3,2,1 m Let ia be 

number of vertices labeled by the colour class ,i where ,1 mi  therefore ka
m

i
i 

1

where k  is the number of vertices in 

the graph .G  We exchange colour classes labeledby m,...,3,2,1 such that
maaaa  ...321

 using this arrangementthe 
number  ])...([ 14321 haaaaa m  ])...([ 25432 haaaaa m ...])...([ 36543  haaaaa m

  ])([ 212 mmmm haaa ,])([ 11 lhaa mmm  
 where 

ih is number of edges not connected the following vertices:
iv with

1iv ,
iv with

2iv ,
iv with

3iv and till
iv with

mv , 11  mi ,and
iv vertex labeled by .i Maximum number of edges such 

that there is no vertex of degree zero equal  )...( 4321 maaaaa  )...( 5432 maaaaa
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...)...( 6543  maaaaa   )( 12 mmm aaa .)(1 laa mm 
 Maximum value of )...( 321

1

1
miii

m

i
i aaaaa  




 when 

we minimize ij aa  for all ,ji aa  where .1 mji   
Minimum number of edges such that any two vertices in two different colours are adjacent, this mean there is no vertex 

of degree one ( 2m ) or degree zero, for )...( 321

1

1
miii

m

i
i aaaaa  




 we have ,1... 1321  maaaa and

.1 mkam   In case ,1...321  maaaa the maximum number of edges equal minimumnumber of edges in the 

graph ,G such that any two vertices in two different colours are adjacent. The symbol 1a means number of vertices 

labeled by the colour class ,1 and the 2a means number of vertices labeled by the colour class ,2 thesymbol 21aa means 

edge join vertex  labeled by the colour class ,1 and vertex labeled by the colour class ,2 thenumber 21aa means number 
of edges joiningvertices labeled by the colour classes1 and .2  
Proposition 3.5. If the vertices of the graphG coloured by m colours, these colour classes labeled by .,...,3,2,1 m Let ia be 

number of vertices labeled by the colour ,i where ,1 mi  therefore


m

i
ia

1

equal the number of vertices in the graph ,G  

and  )...( 4321 maaaaa  )...( 5432 maaaaa ...)...( 6543  maaaaa   )( 12 mmm aaa ,)(1 laa mm 
 

where lis the number of edges in the graph .G  
Proof: Since ia be number of vertices labeled by the colour class ,i where ,1 mi  and every vertexlabeled by a colour 

class ,i where ,1 mi  therefore


m

i
ia

1

equal the number of vertices in the graph .G  Let l be the number of edges in the 

graph ,G  since 1a is the number of vertices labeled by the colour ,1 and 2a is the number of vertices labeled by the 

colour ,2 then 21aa is the number of edges connected vertex labeled by ,1 and vertex labeled by .2 therefore 
 )...( 4321 maaaaa  )...( 5432 maaaaa ...)...( 6543  maaaaa   )( 12 mmm aaa .)(1 laa mm 

 

Example3.6. Let the graphG be the triangle, the three vertices labeled by the colour classes .3,2,1 ,,, 321 aaa are 
numbers of vertices labeled by the colour classes 3,2,1 respectively. ,11 a ,12 a ,13 a usingProposition 3.5. we have

 )( 321 aaa )( 32 aa .3)1(1)11(1  The number of edges in graphG equal three. 
Example3.7. Let the graphG be the complete graph ,4K the four vertices labeled by the colour classes .4,3,2,1

,,,, 4321 aaaa are numbers of vertices labeled by the colour classes 4,3,2,1 respectively. ,11 a ,12 a ,13 a ,14 a
usingProposition 3.4. we have  )( 4321 aaaa  )( 432 aaa )( 43 aa .6)1(1)11(1)111(1  The number of edges 

in graph G equal three. 
Example3.8. LetG be a graph with five vertices, its vertices coloured by three colours find maximum and minimum 
number of edges. 
Solution: Let ,,, 321 aaa are numbers of vertices labeled by the colour classes 3,2,1 respectively, and such that 

,321 aaa  and ,5321  aaa then 321 ,, aaa have the value ,3,1,1 or the value .2,2,1 Forthe value 3,1,1 maximum  number 
of edges equal  )( 321 aaa )( 32 aa .7)3(1)31(1  Forthe value 2,2,1 maximum  number of edges equal  )( 321 aaa

)( 32 aa .8)2(2)22(1   
Example3.9. LetGbe a graph with 20 vertices, its vertices coloured by 13colours, we have 14ways, in each way we 
coloured the graph by 13colours, and ineach way we can findmaximum number of edges lwhere 

 )...( 134321 aaaaal  )...( 135432 aaaaa ...)...( 136543  aaaaa  )( 131211 aaa ),( 1312 aa  and ia equal 
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number of vertices coloured by the colour class ,i ,131  i ,81  ia and .131  i Table (I) explains these 14ways 
with more details.  
 
 1a  2a  

3a  4a  
5a  6a  7a  8a  9a  10a  11a  12a  

13a  
1  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  
2  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2  2  3  
3  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2  4  
4  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  2  2  5  
5  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  2  6  
6  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  7  
7  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  8  
8  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  2  2  3  3  
9  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  3  3  3  
10  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  2  3  4  
11  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  4  4  
12  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  3  5  
13  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  4  5  
14  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  3  6  

Table (I) 
Example3.10. Let  )( 54321 aaaaa  )( 5432 aaaa  )( 543 aaa , )( 154 laa   and  )( 54321 bbbbb

 )( 5432 bbbb  )( 543 bbb ,)( 254 lbb  where ,, ii ba are integers , such that ,
5

1

5

1




i

i
i

i ba 1l have
c
5

2

terms, each can be 

written as jiaa where ,51  ji aa and 2l have
c
m

2

terms, each can be written as
jibb where ,51  ji bb .Let 

, 21  xa , 12  xa , 3 xa  , 14  xa , 25  xa , bbb 54321 xbb  1l have
10

5

2
c

terms of jiaa  , also 2l have

10
5

2
c

terms of jibb (with the same subscript), 

,4110 2
545343524232514131211  xaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaal

,10 2
545343524232514131212 xbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbl   then we have .21 ll   

Lemma 3.11. Let ,
11




m

i
i

m

i
i ba  )...( 4321 maaaaa  )...( 5432 maaaaa ...)...( 6543  maaaaa

  )( 12 mmm aaa , )( 11 laa mm 
 and  )...( 4321 mbbbbb  )...( 5432 mbbbbb ...)...( 6543  mbbbbb

  )( 12 mmm bbb ,)( 21 lbb mm 
such that 1l have

c
m

2

terms, each can be written as jiaa where ,1 mji  m is odd, and 

such that 2l  have
c
m

2

terms, each can be written as jibb where .1 mji  Let , 
2

21 imxa i


 and , 
2

21 jmxa j




where ,1 mji  and , ...321 xbbbb m  then  .21 ll   
Proof: Let us take the terms in the form of jiaa asfollows , ))(( cxcx  , ))(( dxdx  , ))(( dxcx  , ))(( dxcx 

, ))(( dxcx  , ))(( dxcx   where ,
2

11 


mdc  then we have 

  ))(( cxcx   ))(( dxdx   ))(( dxcx   ))(( dxcx   ))(( dxcx (3.1)           6))(( 222 dcxdxcx   
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Let us take the termsin the form of jiaa as  , ))(( gxcx  , ))(( gxcx  , ))(( gxdx  , ))(( gxdx  where ,
2

11 


mg

then we can write       
  ))(( gxcx   ))(( gxcx   ))(( gxcx (3.2)                                                           4 ))(( 2xgxcx   

Let us take the termsin the form of jiaa as  , )( ),( cxxcxx  then we can write   

 (3.3)                                                                                                                           2)()( 2xcxxcxx   
From view of )2.3( ),1.3( and )3.3( we can write  

(3.4)                                                                                                                                                        2
2

1

1

22

21 






m

i

m
ixcl  

Let us take the terms in the form of jibb where ,xbb ji  and ,1 mji   then we have  
 
(3.5)                                                                                                                                         2

21
2 xcbbl

mm

i
ji 

  
from )4.3( and )5.3( then  .21 ll   
Example3.12. Let  )( 654321 aaaaaa  )( 65432 aaaaa  )( 6543 aaaa  )( 654 aaa , )( 165 laa   and 

 )( 654321 bbbbbb  )( 65432 bbbbb  )( 6543 bbbb  )( 654 bbb ,)( 265 lbb  where ,, ii ba are integers , such 

that ,
6

1

6

1




i

i
i

i ba ,... 6321 aaaa  and ,... 6321 bbbb  1l have
c
6

2

terms, each can be written as jiaa where

,61  ji aa and 2l have
c
6

2

terms, each can be written as jibb where ,61  ji bb .Let , 21  xa , 12  xa , 3 xa 

, 14  xa , 25  xa , 36  xa , b 321 xbb  , 1b 654  xbb satisfying ,
6

1

6

1




i

i
i

i ba 1l have
15

6

2
c

terms of jiaa  , 

also 2l have
15

6

2
c

terms of jibb (both jiaa and jibb have the same subscript), 

,51515 2
6564546353436252423261514131211  xxaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaal  

,31515 2
6564546353436252423261514131211  xxbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbl then we have 

.21 ll   

Lemma 3.13. Let t ,
11




m

i
i

m

i
i ba  )...( 4321 maaaaa  )...( 5432 maaaaa ...)...( 6543  maaaaa

  )( 12 mmm aaa , )( 11 laa mm 
 and  )...( 4321 mbbbbb  )...( 5432 mbbbbb ...)...( 6543  mbbbbb

  )( 12 mmm bbb ,)( 21 lbb mm 
such that 1l have

c
m

2

terms, each can be written as jiaa where ,1 mji  m is even, and 

such that 2l  have
c
m

2

terms, each can be written as jibb where ,1 mji  ,11  mi .2 mj  Let , 
2

2tmxa t


 where

,1 mt  and , ...
2

321 xbbbb m  ,1...
2

6
2

4
2

2   xbbbb mmmm
then  .21 ll   

Proof: Let us take the terms in the form of jiaa asfollows , )2)((  cxcx , ))(( dxdx  , ))(( dxcx  , ))(( dxcx 

, ))(( dxcx  , ))(( dxcx   where ,
2

21 


mdc  then we have 

  ))(( cxcx   ))(( dxdx   ))(( dxcx   ))(( dxcx   ))(( dxcx (3.6)           6))(( 222 dcxdxcx   

Let us take the terms  , )
2

)(( mxcx  , )
2

)(( mxcx  , )
2

)(( mxdx  , )
2

)(( mxdx  then we can write       

  )
2

)(( mxcx   )
2

)(( mxcx   )
2

)(( mxdx (3.7)                                                 24 )
2

)(( 2 mxxmxdx   
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Let us take the terms  , )( ),( cxxcxx  then we can write   
(3.8)                                                                                                                           2)()( 2xcxxcxx   

We have , 
2

2
1




mxa , 
2

xam  , 
2
mxa m  from view of )7.3( ),6.3( and )8.3( we can write  

(3.9)                                                                                                                 )2(
2

2
2

1

22

21 






m

i

m
ixmmxcl  

Let us take the terms in the form of jibb such that ,xbb ji  where ,
2

1 mji   then we have  
 

(3.10)                                                                                                                                         2
2

2

2
2

1
xcbb

mm

i
ji 



  
Let us take the terms in the form of jibb such that ,1 xbb ji

where ,
2

2 mjim


  then we have 

(3.11)                                                                                                                  )(
4

2
2

xxmbb ji   

Let us take the terms in the form of jibb such that ,xbi  and ,1 xb j
where ,

2
1 mi    and ,

2
2 mjm


  then we have 

(3.12)                                                                                                                  )(
4

2
2

xxmbb ji   

From view of )11.3( ),10.3( and )12.3( we can write
 

(3.13)                                                                                                                 )
4

2(
2

2

22

2

2

22

mm
m

cxmcxcl   

From )9.3( and )13.3( we  have .21 ll   

Proposition 3.14. If G a graph of k vertices, coloured by m colours, these m  colour labeled by .,...,3,2,1 m Let ia and ib
any one of them is the number of vertices labeled by the colour class ,i where ,1 mi  if a

m
k
  is integer, 

aaaaaa mm  1321 ...   and  )...( 4321 maaaaa  )...( 5432 maaaaa ...)...( 6543  maaaaa

  )( 12 mmm aaa ,)( 11 laa mm 
and if ,... 1321 mm bbbbb    )...( 4321 mbbbbb  )...( 5432 mbbbbb

...)...( 6543  mbbbbb   )( 12 mmm bbb ,)( 21 lbb mm 
then .12 ll   

Proof: The proof directly from Lemma 3.11.  
Proposition 3.15. If G a graph of k vertices, coloured by m colours, these m  colour labeled by .,...,3,2,1 m Let ia and ib
any one of them is the number of vertices labeled by the colour class ,i where ,1 mi  if

m
k  is not integer, 

,... 1321 mm aaaaa   ,11  aam
 and  )...( 4321 maaaaa  )...( 5432 maaaaa

...)...( 6543  maaaaa   )( 12 mmm aaa ,)( 11 laa mm 
and if ,... 1321 mm bbbbb    )...( 4321 mbbbbb

 )...( 5432 mbbbbb ...)...( 6543  mbbbbb   )( 12 mmm bbb ,)( 21 lbb mm 
then .12 ll   

Proof: The proof directly from Lemma 3.13.  
Proposition 3.16. Minimum number of edges to colour kvertices of the graphG with clique number ,n byncolours equal

).(
2

)1( nknn


  

Proof: Since edges of a clique  with clique numbern not less than
2

)1( nn edges, if the graph consist of a clique  with 

clique numbern and nk  vertices each of degree zero, thenminimum number for sum of vertices degree equal ),1( nn  
if the graph consist of a clique  with clique number n and nk  vertices each of degree one and connected to a vertex of 
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the clique, thenminimum number for sum of vertices degree equal ),(2)1( nknn   from 
Theorem2.1.thereforeminimum number of edges to colour kvertices of the graph byncolours equal ).(

2
)1( nknn


  

Remark 3.17. If the graphG of k vertices, these vertices coloured by m colours, thenG is called complete graph of k
vertices with respect of m colours, as abbreviation G is called complete graph with respect to colours. We use the 
symbol .,mkK  

IV. SOME RESULTS DEPEND ON CLIQUE NUMBER 
 

Using colouring of families of disjoint sets technique, to colour vertices of the graph depend on the clique number. In 
this section we prove some results of vertex’scolouring (trivial colouring and nontrivialcolouring) depend on clique 
number.  
Remark 4.1. Suppose we have a clique of mutually adjacent n vertices ,,...,,, 321 nvvvv these vertices labeled by n,...,3,2,1  
respectively, where each number represent colour class, coloured the vertex. We label the clique by ),,...,3,2,1( n same as 
in edge colouring, (if the degree of vertex v equal ,n and these edgesincident with the vertex v labeled by .,,...,3,2,1 n
welabeled the vertex v by ),...,3,2,1( n ). 
Remark4.2.Colouring of families of disjoint sets technique depend on the number ,n generally in case of sets n is 
degree of intersection or n is the degree of set labeled by families of disjoint sets, for colouring edges of the graph n is 
the largest degree of vertex (maximum number of edges such that any two are adjacent). If minimum number of colours
m equal n it is trivial case, if 1 nm it is nontrivial. Forcolouring vertices of the graph n is the clique 
number(maximum number of vertics such that any two are adjacent). In Example3.9. we have 14choices, in each we 
coloured the graph by13colours, all these14choices are trivial colouring. Suppose we have a graph consist of three 
cliques ,,, 321 CCC each with clique number ,n minimum number of colours to colour vertices of this graph either equal

,n (trivial case) orequal ,1n (nontrivial case). 
Proposition4.3. Suppose we have a graph consist of two cliques ,, 21 CC each with clique number ,n and the two cliques 
have 1n  common vertices, also there is an edge connects two nonadjacent vertices, then number of colours to colour 
these vertices is nontrivial colouring. 
Proof: Suppose number of colours to colour these verticesequal ,n and suppose the 1n  common vertices labeled by 

,1,...,3,2,1 n  let the vertex different from 1n  commonvertices in the first clique
1C labeled by ,n  andlet the vertex 

different from 1n  commonvertices in the second clique
2C labeled by ,n the edge connects two nonadjacent vertices, 

connects two vertices both labeled by ,n a contradiction, we can notconnect two vertices have same colour. Therefore 
number of colours to colour these vertices equal ,1n where first clique labeled by ),,,1,...,3,2,1( nn second clique 
labeled by ),1,1,...,3,2,1(  nn the third clique (the edge connects the two vertices) labeled by ),1,( nn and the 1n  
common vertices labeled by ),1,...,3,2,1( n each colour class appear twice at these three cliques.  
Proposition4.4. Suppose we have a graph consist of two cliques ,, 21 CC each with clique number ,n and the two cliques 
have 2n  common vertices, also there is an edge connects two nonadjacent vertices, then number of colours to colour 
these vertices is trivial colouring. 
Proof: Suppose number of colours to colour these verticesequal ,n and suppose the 2n  common vertices labeled by 

,2,...,3,2,1 n therefore the two vertices different from 2n  commonvertices in the first clique
1C labeled by ,,1 nn   

andthe two verticesdifferent from 2n  commonvertices in the second clique
2C also labeled by ,,1 nn   we connect the 

vertex labeled by 1n  in the first clique
1C  with the vertex labeled by n  in the second clique ,2C therefore number of 

colours to colour these vertices equal ,n where first clique
1C labeled by ),,,1,...,3,2,1( nn second clique

2C labeled by
),,1,...,3,2,1( nn the third clique (the edge connects the two vertices) labeled by ).,1( nn   
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Example4.5.If we have a graphG consist of three cliques ,,, 321 CCC each with clique number ,4n such that any two 
cliques has one common point, number of vertices in this graphequal ,33)2()1(  nnnn in case of ,4n number 

of vertices in this graphequal ,933 n using Theorem2.9. wnwm 
 )
2

1(  where ,3w ,933  nwn ,5m we have

,9)
2

13(5 
  a contradiction, number of colours can not be five, it is four, therefore colouring istrivial colouring. 

Remark4.6. We have directlyfrom definition of clique the following: 
(i) If both 1C and 2C are cliqueseach with clique number ,3 and both labeled by )3,2,1( where 3,2,1  labels of colourclasses, 1C
clique of vertices ,,, 321 vvv and 2C clique of vertices ,,, 543 vvv 3v is common vertex of 1C and .2C The vertices 1v labeled by ,1

2v labeled by ,2 3v labeled by ,3 4v labeled by ,1 5v labeled by .1 For the labels )3,2,1( and )3,2,1( the label 3in the first andthe 
label 3 in the second  represent common vertex ,3v  the label1in the first andthe label1in the second  represent non 
adjacent vertices 1v and ,4v the label 2 in the first andthe label 2 in the second  represent non adjacent vertices 2v and .5v  
(ii) If the two cliques 1C and 2C have many common vertices, for non common vertices, any twovertices not in same 
clique, are non adjacent vertices. 
(iii) If the two cliques 1C and 2C have not any common vertex, and connected by an edge ,jivv

iv in 1C and jv in ,2C the 
vertices

iv and jv are onlyadjacent vertices andnot in same clique.   
(iv) If the two cliques 1C and 2C have not common vertex, and notconnected by any edge,each clique with clique number

,n  and each cliquelabeled by labels ),,...,3,2,1( n  then any twovertices
iv and jv not in same clique, for all ji  andfor all

,ji  vertices
iv and jv are notadjacent. 

(v) If the two cliques 1C and 2C have one common vertex, and there areedges join pairs of vertices,let the number of 

vertices equal ,k and thenumber of colours to colour these k vertices equal ,n  then .
1

ka
n

i
i 



For all ,i we have

,21  ia and if ,3ia is a contradiction because there are no three vertices every two of them non adjacent, since 
the three vertices either in one clique or in the two cliques. Since wehave one common vertex, there is one vertex of 
degree equal ,1k therefore exists i  such that .1ia  
(vi) If the three cliques

321 ,, CCC have one common vertex, and there areedges join pairs of vertices,let the number of 

vertices equal ,k and thenumber of colours to colour these k vertices equal ,n  then .
1

ka
n

i
i 



For all ,i we have

,31  ia and if ,4ia is a contradiction because there are no four vertices every two of them non adjacent, since 
the four vertices either in one clique or in two cliques or in the three cliques.   
Proposition4.7.  IfG is a graph consists of one clique with clique  number n if we connect this clique to one vertex of 
degree two, then number of colours to colour these 1n vertices equal .n  
Proof: From addition of one vertex of degree two, we have three cliques first clique withclique number equal ,n the two 
other cliques, each of clique number equal .2  UsingTheorem2.9. w is number of cliques, ,3w suppose 1 nm
isnumber of colours to colour 1n vertices, using wnwm 

 )
2

1( we have ,2)1(2  nn which is a contradiction, 

therefore thenumber of colours to colour 1n vertices equal .n  
Definition4.8.If 

1321 ,...,,, kvvvv are verticeslabeled by ,...3,2,1 where ,...3,2,1 are labels of colour classes, such that labels of 

iv is not identical to thelabels of ,1iv  where ,21  ki ,3k and each of 
kCCCC ,...,,, 321
ismutually adjacent l vertices

,,...,,, 321 lvvvv where ,2 nl  if
iC labeled by n labels, 

iC is a clique,both vertices 1iv and iv are in ,iC then
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kkk CvCvCvCvC ,,,...,,,,,, 11332211 
is called a sequence of cliques and vertices. Definition4.9.A walk of cliques and 

vertices is an alternating sequence
kkkk vCvCvCvCvCv ,,,,...,,,,,,, 113322110 

of cliques and vertices where ,,...,,, 321 kvvvv are 
vertices such that 

1 ii vv , ,1vvk   andeach of 
kk CCCCC ,,...,,, 1321 

ismutually adjacent l  vertices ,,...,,, 321 lvvvv where
,2 nl  if

iC labeled byn labels, 
iC is a clique, then

kkkk vCvCvCvCvCv ,,,,...,,,,,,, 113322110 
is called a cycle of k cliques and 

vertices if
kvv 0
and .3k The walk and cycle of cliques and vertices can also denoted by .,,...,,, 1321 kk CCCCC 

 
Example 4.10. Let 1C and ,2C be two cliques with clique number equal ,3 and they have onecommon vertex, if we add 
two edges, each one join pair ofvertices not in same clique, thenthenumber of colours to colour vertices of this graph 
equal trivial colouring.  
Solution: The graph consists  of five vertices, six edges andtwo cliques with clique number equal ,3  we labeled 
thecommon vertex by label ,1 we label thetwovertices (except thecommon vertex) in same cliqueby the label ,2 and by 
the label ,3 we have three colours fromRemark4.6. ,11 a ,2 a ,23 a since ,8)()( 32321  aaaaal wherelis maximum 
number of edges to colour five verticesby three colours. If we add two edges to the graph, the edges of the graph 
become eight, therefore thenumber of colours to colour vertices of this graph equal trivial colouring. 
Example 4.11. Let 1C and ,2C be two cliques with clique number equal ,3 and they have onecommon vertex, if we add 
four edges, each one join pair of vertices not in same clique, thenthenumber of colours to colour vertices of this graph 
equalnon trivial colouring. 
Solution: The graph consists  of five vertices, six edges andtwo cliques with clique number equal ,3  we labeled 
thecommon vertex by label ,1 we label thetwovertices (except thecommon vertex) in same cliqueby the label ,2 and by 
the label ,3 we have three colours fromRemark4.6. ,11 a ,2 a ,23 a since ,8)()( 32321  aaaaal wherelis maximum 
number of edges to colour five verticesby three colours. If we add four edges to the graph, the edges of the graph 
become ten, andmaximum number of edges to colour five verticesby four colours equal

,9)()()( 434324321  aaaaaaaaal therefore thenumber of colours to colour vertices of this graph equal ,5 the 
graph become one clique with clique number equal .5  
Example4.12. Let ,,, 321 CCC be three cliques with clique number equal ,3 and they have onecommon vertex, if we add 
seven edges, each edge join pair ofvertices not in same clique, thenthenumber of colours to colour vertices of this graph 
equal .4  
Solution: The graph consists  of seven vertices, nine edges andthree cliques with clique number equal ,3  we labeled 
thecommon vertex by label ,1 we label thetwovertices (except thecommon vertex) in same cliqueby the label ,2 and by 
the label ,3 we have three colours fromRemark4.6. ,11 a ,32 a ,33 a since ,15)()( 32321  aaaaal where l is 
maximum number of edges to colour seven verticesby three colours. If we add seven edges to the graph, the edges of 
the graph become sixteen, therefore thenumber of colours to colour vertices of this graph equal .4  
Proposition4.13.  IfG is a graph of walk of k cliquesand vertices ,,,,,...,,,,,, 11332211 kkkk vCvCvCvCvC 

each clique with 
clique number equal ,n thenumber of colours to colour vertices of this graph equal .n  
Proof: If G is a graph of k cliques, and 

kkkk vCvCvCvCvC ,,,,...,,,,,, 11332211 
is a walk of k cliques and vertices, from 

definition of walk, 1v in ,1C and 1v in ,2C  also 2v in ,2C and 2v in ,3C 3v in ,3C and 
3v in ,4C kv in ,kC both 1v and 2v in ,2C

from definition of clique 1v and 2v are adjacent, 2v and
3v are adjacent, so any twosuccessive vertices of the walk

kk vvvvv ,,,...,,, 1321 
are adjacent, for any kodd or even we coloured

iv bynand
1iv by ,1n where i is odd ,1 ki  and other 

vertices in any cliquecoloured by ,2,...,3,2,1 n  so any twosuccessive vertices of the cycle
kk vvvvv ,,,...,,, 1321 
have two 

different colours, thereforethenumber of colours to colour vertices of this graph equal .n  
Example4.14.LetG be a graph of 6vertices, withclique number equal ,4 two vertices of degree ,4 two vertices of degree ,3 and two 
vertices of degree ,1  find minimum number of edges to colour 6vertices of the graph byminimum number of colours. 
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Solution: This graph satisfies condition ofProposition4.13.  therefore colouring of vertices of this graph is trivial, since theclique 
number equal ,4 we applyProposition 3.16. therefore minimum number of edgesto colour the6vertices of the graph by4colours equal 

,82
2

)3(4
  

Corollary 4.15. If the graph G consists of one clique (with clique number n) and r edges, each edge connected to one vertex of the 
clique and the other vertex of degree one , the minimum number of colour to colour vertices of the graphG equal .n  
Proof: Let G be a graph of rn  verticeswith clique number ,n fromProposition 3.16. therefore minimum number of colour to 
colour vertices of the graphG equal .n  

V. POSSIBLE WAYS TO COLOUR VERTICES 
 

In this section we prove a result about number of all possible ways to colour kvertices bym  colours 
Theorem 5.1.A graphG of kvertices bym  colours there are x ways to colour thesevertices bym  colours, where x  equalpartition of  

1mk such that the partition of  1mk can not consists of more than m integers. 
Proof: To colour kvertices bym  colours, we label thesem  colours by labels ,,...,3,2,1 m and 1a  is number of vertices labeled by ,1 ia is 
number of vertices labeled by ,i  we exchange colour classes labeledby m,...,3,2,1 such that ,...321 maaaa   fromProposition 

3.5. we have ,
1

ka
m

i
i 



and .1...1 1321   mkaaaaa mm Let the integers mm bbbbb ,,...,,, 1321  defined as  

,... 1321 mkbbbbb mm   and ,...0 1321 mkbbbbb mm   from definition of these integers, 

mm bbbbb ,,...,,, 1321  can be a partition of the integer ,mk  such that the partition of  mk  can not consists of more than m
integers. Let ABf : defined as ),1,...,1,1,1(),...,,,(),,...,,,( 3213211321  mmmm bbbbaaaabbbbbf where

mkbbbbmkbbbbbbbbbB mmmm   ...0  ,...:),,...,,,{( 3213211321
and           

....  ,1...1:),...,,,{( 321321321 kaaaamkaaaaaaaaA mmm  Let

}.),...,,,(:),,...,,,({ 3211321 BbbbbbbbbbfR mmm  
Therefore fromdefinition of the set B and definition of the set ,R any element of

,R can bepartition of the integer ,1 mk such that the partition of  1mk can not consists of more than m integers. 
Example5.2. Let G be a graph with k vertices, its vertices coloured by m colours,  here we find possible ways to colour 
thesevertices by m colours. Table (II) explain how this example satisfiesTheorem 5.1.  
 

 Number of 
vertices k  

Number of colours m  Possible colouring ),...,,,( 321 maaaa  Number possible 
colouring 

7  3  )5,1,1( )4,2,1( )3,3,1( )3,2,2(  4  
7  4  )4,1,1,1( )3,2,1,1( )2,2,2,1(  3  
8  5  )4,1,1,1,1( )3,2,1,1,1( )2,2,2,1,1(  3  
9  3  )7,1,1( )6,2,1( )5,3,1(  

)5,2,2( )4,4,1( )4,3,2(  

6  

9  4  )6,1,1,1( )5,2,1,1( )4,3,1,1(  
)4,2,2,1( )3,3,2,1( )3,2,2,2(  

6  

9  5  )5,1,1,1,1( )4,2,1,1,1( )3,3,1,1,1(  
)3,2,2,1,1( )2,2,2,2,1(  

5  

Table (II) 

VI. RANGE OF EDGES IN WHICH WE CAN COLOUR VERTICES 
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In this section we prove a result about the range of edges in which we can not colour k vertices bym  colours. By this 
result we can determinethe range of edges in which we can not colour a huge number of vertices bya huge number of 
colours.   
Theorem6.1. LetG be a graph, the range of edges in which we can colour k vertices bym  colours is number of edges not 
less than ),(

2
)1( mkmm


   and not greater than  )...( 4321 maaaaa  )...( 5432 maaaaa

...)...( 6543  maaaaa   )( 12 mmm aaa ,)(1 laa mm 
 where a

m
k
  is an integer, and

,... 1321 aaaaaa mm   or ,... 1321 mm aaaaa   such that 11  aam if  a
m
k
  is not an integer. 

Proof: UsingProposition 3.16. minimum number of edges to colour k vertices of any graph by m number of colours 
equal ).(

2
)1( mkmm


 Using Proposition 3.15. the maximumnumber of edges to colour k vertices of the graphG by m

colours equal  )...( 4321 maaaaa  )...( 5432 maaaaa ...)...( 6543  maaaaa   )( 12 mmm aaa

,)(1 laa mm 
  where a

m
k
  is integer, and ,... 1321 aaaaaa mm    or ,... 1321 mm aaaaa   such 

that ,11  aam if  a
m
k
  is not an integer.Hence the theorem holds.    

Example6.2.Find range of edges in which we can colour a graph of 7vertices by4  colours.  
Solution: FromProposition 3.16. minimum number of edges to colour 7 vertices of the graph by 4 colours equal

.9)47(
2

)14(4


 FromProposition 3.15.  maximumnumber of edges to colour 7 vertices of any graph by 4 colours 

equal  )( 4321 aaaa  )( 432 aaa ,18)( 43 aa where ,11 a ,22 a ,23 a .24 a  Therefore maximum number of edges 
to colour7 vertices of any graph by 4 colours equal .18 The range of edges in whichwe can colour a graph of 7vertices by
4  colours is, from9 edges to 18 edges.   
Example6.3. Find range of edges in which we can colour a graph of 1000vertices by25 colours.  
Solution:FromProposition 3.16. minimum number of edges to colour 1000vertices of the graph by 25colours equal

.675)251000(
2

)125(25


 FromProposition 3.14.  maximumnumber of edges to colour1000vertices of any graph by

25 colours equal equal  )...( 254321 aaaaa  )...( 255432 aaaaa ...)...( 256543  aaaaa

,480000)( 2524  laa  where .40... 25321  aaaa Therefore maximum number of edges to colour1000vertices of 
any graph by25colours equal . 480000The range of edges in whichwe can colour a graph of 1000vertices by25 colours is, 
from 675 edges to 480000 edges.  
Example6.4. We have two graphby 1G of 7vertices and11edges coloured by4  colours, and also 2G of7vertices and11
edges coloured by 4  colours. 1G consists of 4cliques each with clique number equal .3 First clique and second clique 
have two common vertices (common edge), second clique and third clique have one common vertex, third clique and 
fourth clique have two common vertices (common edge), fourthclique andthird clique connected by an edge. In 1G we 
have6vertices each of degreeequal ,3  and one vertex of degreeequal .4 2G has oneclique with clique number equal .4
There are3 vertices each connected by an edge to the clique. In 2G we have 2  vertices each of degreeequal ,2  and 2  
vertices each of degreeequal ,3  and3 vertices each of degreeequal .4 1G is a graphwith clique number equal ,3 coloured 
by 4  colours, colouring is nontrivial. 2G is a graphwith clique number equal ,4 coloured by4  colours, colouring is trivial. 
Remark6.5. For two graphs with same number of vertices and same number of edges, bothcoloured by m  colours, 
colouring may be trivial colouring or nontrivial colouring. This meansthe range of edges in which we can colour k
vertices bym  colours, may be trivial colouring or nontrivial colouring, as we have been seen in Example6.4.    
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